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Abstract:
In this work the structural, electrical and optical Properties of CuO semiconductor
films had been studied, which prepared at three thickness (100, 200 and 500 nm) by
spray pyrolysis method at 573K substrate temperatures on glass substrates from 0.2M
CuCl2·2H2O dissolved in alcohol. Structural Properties shows that the films have only
a polycrystalline CuO phase with preferential orientation in the (111) direction, the dc
conductivity shows that all films have two activation energies, Ea1 (0.45-0.66 eV) and
Ea2 (0.055-.0185 eV), CuO films have CBH (Correlated Barrier Hopping) mechanism
for ac-conductivity. The energy gap between (1.5-1.85 eV).
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Introduction:
CuO is attractive as a selective
solar absorber since it has high solar
absorbency and a low thermal
emittance [1].Copper forms two well
known oxides: cuprite (Cu2O) and
tenorite (CuO) [2]. The two oxides can
coexist with copper, annealing Cu2O
films in air at 300oC converts it to CuO
[3].While Cu2O forms a cubic structure
with a lattice parameter of 4.27 Å,
CuO is unique as it has a square planar
coordination of copper by oxygen in
the monoclinic structure. The lattice
parameters of CuO are a = 4.684 Å, b
= 3.425 Å, c = 5.129 Å and b = 99.28°
[4]. And its suitable optical Properties,
Its band gap is reported to be between
1.3 and 1.7 eV with a black color and a
partial transparency in the visible range
[5]. Due to the existence of copper
vacancies in the structure, CuO
exhibits native p-type conductivity [6].
Various techniques have been used to
synthesize
CuO
films.
Low
temperature deposition methods for
thin film photovoltaic devices are of

interest to enable the use of
lightweight, flexible substrates. Such
devices provide a higher power-toweight ratio and significant cost
savings
compared
to
current
technologies [7]. The spray pyrolysis
method is a well-known thin-film
preparation method with excellent
features such as the need for no
sophisticated equipment, and quality
targets or substrates; also, film
thickness and stoichiometry are easy to
control and the resulting films are well
compacted. We have used this coating
method to prepare thin films of CuO.
Table (1) below shows some of
physical properties of Cu, CuO and
CuCl2.2H2O.[8].The aim of this work
is to illustrate the thickness
dependence on optical & electrical
properties for CuO and know the
mechanism
of
charge
carriers
transition.
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Table(1) Mol. weight, physical form, density and qualitative solubility of Cu,
CuO and CuCl2 ·2H2O [3]
Name

Formula

Copper

Cu

Mol.
Weight
g/mol
63.546

Copper(II) oxide

CuO

79.545

Copper(II) chloride
dihydrate

CuCl2
·2H2O

170.482

Physical form
red metal- cubic
black powder or
monoclinic crystal
green-blue orthorhombic
crystal; hygroscopic

Density
g/ cm3
8.96
6.31

2.51

Qualitative solubility
slightly soluble in dilute acid
insoluble in H2O, ethanol; soluble
dilute acid
Very soluble in ethanol, methanol;
soluble in acetone; insoluble in
ethyl ether

The spray rate of the solution was
adjusted to be five sprinkling in
minute, the sprinkling time about ten
second. The normalized distance
between the spray nozzle and the
substrate is 29cm. Oxygen was used as
the carrier gas. The temperature of the
substrate was controlled by an IronConstantan
thermocouple.
The
thickness of the films (t) was
determined using the weighingmethod.
t=m/A……………2
Where m= the mass difference of
slide after and before the deposition,
A=area =2.5 7.5 cm2 and ρ= CuO
mass density=6.31 g/cm3.
Crystal structure were investigated by
means of a X-ray diffraction XRD
Shimadzu 6000 Japan using CuKα1,
λ=1.5405Å). To study the electrical
properties for the films Ohmic contacts
for the prepared films are produced by
evaporating (Al) electrodes of 300 nm
thickness, by means of thermal
evaporation methods, using Edward
coating unit (model 606) under high
vacuum (10-5m bar) which was
provided by rotary and diffusion pump,
then the d.c conductivity (ζ) have been
studied using the electrical circuit
which is consists of oven type Herease
and keithley (616), while for the a.c
conductivity A multi–frequency LRC
meters (model HP-R2C 4274A)
operated in the 100Hz to 400 KHz
frequency range, the specimen was
fixed in specimen holder and placed
into temperature controlled oven type
(Heresies electronic). Three dielectric

Materail and Methods:
CuO films have been produced by
spraying the aqueous solution of 0.2M
of CuCl2 .2H2O onto the microscope
glass substrates (1x25x75mm3) at
substrate temperature of 573K. The
substrate temperature was maintained
within ±10K. 50 ml alcohol was used
for preparing the solutions.
The used CuCl2 .2H2O weight was
calculated using the following
equation:
Weight (g) =Molarity (mol/l) *Volume
(l)*Molecular
weight
(g/mol)…………...1
Prior to deposition, the substrates were
cleaned with cleaner solution, distilled
water and followed by alcohol using
ultrasonic bath.
The schematic arrangement of spray
pyrolyses set-up is shown in Fig. (1).
Spray pyrolysis is basically a chemical
process, that is the spraying of the
solution onto a substrate held at high
temperature, where the solution reacts
forming the desired film.

Fig. (1) Schematic of the spray
pyrolysis system.
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parameters were measured directly
from above setup total resistance (R),
total capacitance (C) and dissipation
factor (tanδ) with accuracy of 0.1%.
All measurements were performed
under certain frequency 102 -105 Hz.
The temperature range between (303413K) and constant voltage of (0.08 V)
was applied in all frequency range and
temperature those are indicated in this
work.
The absorbance and the transmittance
have been measured for the scanning
of electromagnetic spectrum from the
range (300-900nm) by the UV visible
Philips (Pu 8800 – UV/VIS)
spectrophotometer, to calculate from
these measurements the energy gap
and the other optical constants

centre for diffraction data (JCPDS) for
CuO film and their intensities [9], it
shows a perfect identicalness between
them.
Table (2) the experimental and the
standard peaks from (JCPDS) for CuO
film
2θ
exp.
32.49o
o
o
o

35.53
38.74
48.76

dhkl
Exp.(
Å)
2.753

49

dhkl
Std.(
Å)
2.751

2.524

100

2.523

100

2.322

53

2.323

96

1.866

24

1.866

25

Int.
%

Int.
%
12

hkl
(110)
(
(111)

The d.c. conductivity for the films has
been studied as a function of
temperature at different thicknesses
(100, 200 and 500 nm) within the
range of (303-508 K) at steep of (10 K)
shown in Fig.(3).
D.c conductivity (ζ ) of samples
obtained using equation (3).
L/R.td …..3
where L:
distance separated the
electrodes, R: Resistance of film, t:
film thickness, d: electrodes width.

Results and Discussions:
Fig. (2) Shows XRD for 100,200 and
500 nm thin films deposited on glass
from 0.2 M CuCl2:2H2O. Three peaks
can see for (CuO) phase located at
2θ=32.49o , 35.53oand 38.74o with hkl
(110) , (
and (111) respectively.
The increasing of the thickness
approach the structure of the prepared
films from the bulk material indicating
from increasing of the grain size since
the later parameter is inversely
proportional with the full width
maximum(FWM).

Fig.(3) The relation between Ln(σ)
versus reciprocal of temperature for
different film thicknesses (100, 200
and 500nm)
As seen from Fig.(3) function of ln(ζ)
versus reciprocal temperature, this
figure declared that in all samples there
are two stages of conductivity
throughout the heating temperature
range. The first activation energy (Ea1)
occurs at higher temperature and this

Fig (2) XRD for 100 ,200and 500 nm
CuO deposited on glass
Table (2) shows the experimental
peaks, observe from XRD, and the
standard peaks from International
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activation energy is due to conduction
of the carrier excited into the extended
states beyond the mobility edge, while
the second activation energy (Ea2)
occurs at low temperature and the
conduction mechanism of this stage is
due to carriers transport to localized
states near the valence and conduction
bands. Also we can see the increasing
of (ζ) with the increasing of film
thickness, this is may be because of
increasing the defect states with the
increasing the thickness, this is may be
attributed to none uniformity in the
depth composition.
Table (3) shows the d.c conductivity,
Ea1 and Ea2 for different film thickness.
We can notice from this table the
activation energy increase with
decreasing thickness because the size
of the grain decreases with increase the
film thickness and that responsible for
increase the mean free path of
electrons and that lead to increase the
conductivity.

Fig (4) The relation between Ln(σa.c)
and Ln ω for different temperature.
Fig. (5) Shows the variation of ac
conductivity (w) as a function of
frequency at different temperatures.
The conductivity (w) for all samples
increases as frequency becomes greater
than 400Hz.In this case the
s
conductivity is proportional to w ,
which means that ac-conductivity
dominates at higher frequencies in the
range(400Hz-100KHz).For a lower
frequencies in the range lower than
400Hz becomes less dependent with
frequency, and it is difficult to measure
the ac-conductivity component, we
found that the value of (s) is between
(0.14-0.30)when
the
temperature
increases from 303K to 423K.In
general, our samples have large values
of the exponent(s) and it is fit with
CBH model given by Long[11] from
which ac conduction occurs between
two sites over the barrier separating
between them as D+D- defect center in
the band gap.

Table (3) d.c conductivity at R.T, Ea1
and Ea2 for different film thicknesses
Thickness
(nm)

100

200

500

ζ R.T
(Ω.cm)1

5.48*10

Activation energy
(eV)
Ea1

0.663

Ea2

0.185

Ea1

0.470

Ea2

0.059

Ea1

0.453

Ea2

0.055

-6

3.66*10
-4

9.7*10-4

Rang
e (K)
473508
303473
473508
303473
473508
303473

A frequency dependence on a.c
conductivity ζa.c.(ω) has been observed
in many semiconductors to have the
form [10]:
ζa.c.(ω) =A ωS ……….4
Where s is the exponent factor
Fig.(5) the variation of the frequency
exponent factor with temperature.
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Fig. (6) Illustrates the dielectric loss. In
practice, it is convenient to specify the
absorption losses in dielectric at a
given frequency and temperature by
the loss tangent (tanδ ), where δ is the
angle between the displacement
current and its loss components [12]

polarization and the power loss is zero
[13]. Here dielectric constant is called
the static dielectric constant εs.
When an external field E is applied
through dielectric material, the dipoles
do
not
attain
its
orientation
immediately.
Also
the
dipoles
polarization requires an amount of time
after removal of the external field [14].

Fig (6) The variation of dissipation
factor with Lnω for different
temperature.
Fig (7) shows Cole- Cole diagram for
CuO films. From this figure we see
that the dielectric constant increases
with increasing temperatures [see table
4]. To find out the causes of dielectric
dispersion such as Debye dispersion;
Debye noted that insulating material is
usually used over the wide range of
frequency and predicated that, when an
external alternating field is applied at
very high frequencies, the molecular
dipoles do not have enough time to
change their orientation in keeping
with the applied field, since its period
necessary to orientate is less than the
relaxation time and the dielectric
comprises only the contribution from
the electronic and ionic polarization.
The existent dielectric constant is

Fig.(7) Cole-Cole diagram
different temperature for.

at

Table
(4)
exponent
factor,
polarizibility, εs and ε∞ at different
temperatures.
T (K)
303
333
353
373
393
413

S factor
0.301
0.365
0.235
0.193
0.191
0.149

θ (deg.)
5
3.9
2.25
0.28
0.24
0.21

α=2θ/π
0.055
0.043
0.025
0.003
0.0026
0.0023

P(V/cm)
222.22
173.33
100.00
124.4
1.066
0.933

εs
310
620
800
910
1040
1200

ε∞
20
24
25
27
25
27

From our data, we conclude that ζac
(ω) is a function of the temperature of
measurements. The values of ac.
activation energy Eω for CuO films at
frequencies
(200,1000,4000,20000,40000
and
100000 Hz) are determined from a plot
of ln(ζac (ω)) against the reciprocal
absolute temperature, as shown in
Fig.(8).the temperature dependence of
ζac is logarithmic relation. We can see
that there is a weak temperature
dependence of ζac with increasing
frequencies in the range (303413K).[see table 5].

called optical dielectric constant ε∞
[13].
Instead at very low frequencies, the
period of applied field is very large in
comparison with η, the polarization
goes to its maximum value, the
dielectric constants contain the full
contribution
from
the
dipoles
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large probability of the allowed direct
transition and without sharp edge on
the long wavelength side from 350–
900 nm.

Fig.(8)
The relation
between
Ln(σA.C(ω)) versus reciprocal of T
Table (5) A.c activation energy and
temperature range for different film
thicknesses
F (Hz)
Eω(eV)
T
Range
(K)

200
0.217
333413

1000
0.202
333413

4000
0.135
333413

20000
0.091
333413

40000
0.075
333413

100000
0.064
333413

Fig. (10) the variation of absorption
coefficient with the wave length for
CuO at different thicknesses

Optical study of CuO film is carried
out in the wavelength range 200–900
nm at room temperature for the film
deposited on glass substrate. Figure (9)
shows
the
room-temperature
transmission spectra of three samples
at different thicknesses (100, 200 and
500 nm).

The optical energy gap values (Egopt)
for CuO films have been determined by
using Tauc equation. This is used to
find the type of the optical transition
by
plotting
the
relations
(αhυ)1/2,(αhυ)1/3,(αhυ)2/3,and
(αhυ)2
versus photon energy (hυ).This
equation also selects the optimum
linear part. It is found that the relation
for r=1/2 yields linear dependence,
which describes the allowed direct
transition. Egopt is then determined by
the extrapolation of the portion at (α
=0 as shown in Figure 11), where the
values of energy band gap are equal to
1.65.1.45 and 1.9eV for t=100,200 and
500nm respectively.

Fig.(9) the transmission variation
with the wave length for CuO at
different thicknesses
The dependence of the absorption
coefficient on the wavelength for
different film thicknesses of deposited
CuO films on glass is shown in Fig.
(10). One can see from this figure that
the absorption coefficient of the CuO
films is characterized by a strong
absorption at the shorter wavelength
region which means that there is a

Fig. (11) The variation of (αhυ)2
versus photon energy (hυ) for CuO
films at different thicknesses.
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Conclussion:
CuO films was fabricated by
chemical spray pyrolysis,with different
thickness.The XRD analysis shows
that the films were a polycrystalline
structure.From
dc
conductivity
invistigation we found that the process
of conductivity occurs in two stages of
conductivity.It has shown that from ac
conductivity the exponent (s) is
temperature dependent [e.g. for
t=100nm thickness) which found that
the value of s decreases from (0.30 to
0.14), when the temperature increases
from 303K to 413K], and the
conductivity exponentioally dependent
on temperature.CBH is most suitable
to interpret our results.the optical
energy gap indicates not systematic
behaviur with increasing thicknesses.
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السلىك الكهربائي والخىاص البصريت ألغشيت اوكسيذ النحاس الرقيقت
عصام هحوذ ابراهين*

هحوذ عىدة سلواى*

أحوذ صالح أحوذ*

*خاهعح تغذاد ,كلٍح العلىم ,قسن الفٍضٌاء

الخالصت :
فً هزا الثحس ذن دساسح الخصائص الرشكٍثٍح والكهشتائٍح والثصشٌح ألغشٍح  CuOالوحضشج تثالز
اسواك) (t=100,200 and 500 nmتطشٌقح الشش الكٍوٍائً عٌذ دسخح حشاسج اسضٍح  573Kعلى اسضٍاخ
هي الضخاج هي هحلىل  0.2هىالسي هي  CuCl2.2H2Oهزاب فً  50هلٍلرش هي الكحىل.أظهشخ الفحىصاخ
الرشكٍثٍح اى األغشٍح الوحضشج لها ذشكٍة هرعذد الرثلىس وتذوساًٍح تاذداٍ (.)111اها قٍاساخ الرىصٍلٍح
الوسروشج فرظهش تاى األغشٍح لها هٌطقرٍي لطاقح  . ,(Ea2=0.05-0.85eV) (Ea1=0.45-(0.66eVأها ًرائح
الرىصٍلٍح الورٌاوتح فأظهشخ اى األغشٍح الوحضشج ذخضع لٌوىرج ذٌطط الحاخض الورالصم ) , (CBHأها فدىج
الطاقح فكاًد ذرشاوذ تٍي )(Eg=1.5-1.85 eV
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